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“God’s Ways Are Not Our Ways”    
In the name of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, grace to you and peace.

A four year old cries to the father that, “It is not fair that my sister received a bigger toy than I did for my
birthday.”  A 16 year old yells at her mother that, “It is not fair that I must stay home from the party on
Friday night when all my friends’ mothers let them go.” A 35 year old complains to her friends that, “It is
not fair that I was passed over for my promotion when my colleague has been with the company fewer
years than I have and has not worked as hard as I have.” A 65 year old speaks to his wife, noting that,
“It is not fair that my retirement has been eaten away by a devastating market over which I have no
control.” The unfairness of life rages around us at every turn, no matter our age or stage in life.

The story of the labourers in the field, today’s gospel reading, reminds us of the seeming unfairness of
God’s grace. Or perhaps it would be better to say that the story suggests to us that when we try to apply
the perspective of our market economy to God’s grace and mercy, we find the latter to be unfair. God’s
reign does not seem to be logical. The judgments we make of what others deserve is often less generous
than God’s grace. Indeed, this is the good news of the story. God’s grace and mercy do not match our
self-understanding or expectations.

There are several human reactions that appear in the light of this story and ones that we understand fully
from our human perspective. Within each human response rests an indication about the reign or kingdom
of God.

First, there is the very real human response of anger in light of perceived unfairness. We experience a
rush of emotions that often begin with anger when faced with others whom we perceive not to have
worked as hard as we have and yet still receive generousity and goodness in spite of their lack of faith.

When we speak of those who survive on welfare, who sleep in the backseats of their cars, or who beg
for money on the street corner, we are quick to condemn them for their lack of “work ethic.” When we
meet those who seemed to have received much in the face of having little to offer the world, we find
ourselves angry at any undeserved good fortune that comes their way. These feelings of anger and
resentment are normal, human, and even a bit healthy at times. They indicate to us that something
seems not quite “right” with the picture of the world, at least as we see it.

Second, a sense of entitlement arises in the participant, and hearers of this story. Consciously, or
unconsciously, we believe that being a Christian, a Citizen of Canada, a North American, or some
combination of these characteristics, ought to grant privileged positions to some. We know that we have
worked hard to achieve what we have and we are irritated that other nations and people seem to depend
on our Lord earned capital. Although we are generous in our charitable giving, we grow weary of those
who continue to ask for our help. Our patience grows thin and our attention is short when trouble is not
“ours.”

Yet, this story of the labourers turns our self-understanding and sense of privilege on end. The labourers
hear the prophets message that in God’s world, all are claimed by God. Perhaps the reign of God is less
about being entitled and more about recognizing that all are called, children of God.

Third, today’s story of the labourers in the field, picks up the sense of envy we experience when we
realize that God’s mercy extends to the first and the last, perhaps in “unequal” but just proportions. We
believe that the good fortune of others somehow jeopardizes what is left over for us. Through a false
dichotomy we believe that there is not enough goodness and mercy to go around, those who do not
“work for it” should not receive the same amount.



We tend to define justice for those who have worked hard as rewards they deserve. In a similar fashion,
injustice means people receive goodness when they did not work hard enough to earn it. We are envious
that God’s grace is  given to others in ways that we do not understand. Perhaps the reign of God has less
to do with what others receive and more to do with the ability of God to provide enough love and mercy
for all, regardless of our place in life. Stated another way, there is sufficient love to go around.

My brothers and sisters in Christ. This parable of Jesus, like many others that he share with us, turns our
self-understandings and perspectives upside down. Instead of assuming that such things as fairness,
entitlement, and earned goodness will redeem us, the gospel reveals that God’s reign of love is based
on such things as promises made and promises kept, being claimed as God’s children, and grace
sufficient for our need. May we never forget that God’s love and mercy is for all people, regardless of who
they are and what they do. God doesn’t make distinctions and neither should we. AMEN.


